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the gherksphere trial and error annotated - exclusively available at tfnation 2017 this comic provides a much needed
narrative conclusion to transformers animated under sentinel magnus s faltering leadership cybertron is a powder keg and
the trial of megatron might just be what causes it to blow, nebulos transformers wiki tfwiki net - nebulos sometimes called
nebulon is a planet inhabited by lifeforms most notably a race of humanoids called nebulans or nebulons these beings have
found themselves involved with the transformers in several different dimensions within the multiverse and are usually
responsible for or deeply involved in the headmaster targetmaster and powermaster technologies, caminus planet
transformers wiki tfwiki net - a moon of a gas giant which in turn orbited a dwarf star caminus was settled by colonists
from cybertron sponsored by solus prime since many of their titan s systems were spread out and integrated into this new
civilization the inhabitants of the civilization he founded named their planet in his honor, easter egg tv tropes - an article on
why easter eggs exist focusing on magic the gathering but applicable to all games is available here in video games easter
eggs can sometimes be found with a rocket jump or a well timed double jump you can also find some if you use the bunny
hop trick for time sensitive easter eggs see holiday mode for in story easter egg dates that reference original air release
dates
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